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SYLVIA PLIMACK MANGOLD: OF AND BY PAINT
by Susan Harris

Sylvia Plimack Mangold’s paintings of
floors and walls with mirrors and rulers
from the mid 1960s and 1970s achieved
cultlike status for straddling feminist, minimalist, conceptual, and formal concerns
within a realist vocabulary. During the
late 1970s and early 1980s, Plimack
Mangold painted landscapes and
nightscapes set on monochromatic fields
framed with trompe l’oeil renderings of
masking tape, which were generally
received as conceptually based explorations of representational painting in an era in
which painting had been declared dead. Since the mid 1980s, Plimack Mangold has been
engaged in portraits of trees, which have delighted some and bemused others, but have
been viewed as a break from her earlier work by most. The exhibition Sylvia Plimack
Mangold: Floors and Rulers, 1967–1976 brings together a select group of the artist’s iconic
early paintings, offering a rare opportunity to revisit their achievements and to consider
their role as a seminal part of a larger, cohesive oeuvre driven by Plimack Mangold’s
continuing investigations into painting and process.
Plimack Mangold’s immediate surroundings have always exerted an influence on
her art. When she and her husband, artist Robert Mangold, lived on 72nd Street, her
paintings were inspired by Central Park. When they moved downtown to Grand Street,
her vision was shaped by the view of the housing project outside their window. Her gaze
shifted to inside the home when she began her floor paintings—the first of which
included chairs. She recalls turning a chair over to explore the structure and painted
materiality of the upturned legs in relation to the surrounding space—a process not
unlike her later investigations of branches against air and light. Finally, the move from
New York City to a house in the Catskills with light streaming through the windows led
above: Sylvia in the studio,Washingtonville, NY, c. 1975-76. Photo by Robert Mangold
left: Four Coats, 1976 (detail, see fig. 16)

The Maple Tree (Summer), 2011. Oil on linen, 15 x 20 inches

Plimack Mangold to think about the intensity and elusiveness of light as a foil to the
hardness and geometry of the floor.
The earliest floor paintings fill the entire canvas from left to right and top to
bottom, with spatially receding floorboards running headlong into the flatness of the
surface plane. The edge-to-edge field of floorboards in Floor I (1967, fig. 1) excludes any
sense of the larger context of the room, not unlike the allover leaf compositions in recent
paintings, such as The Maple Tree (Summer) (2011), that obscure the structure of the trunk,
the branches, and the tree’s verticality. A profusion of leaves rendered in thick strokes,
washy blurs, or shorthand gestures takes possession of the entire canvas in an affirmation
of nature’s plenitude. Nature’s presence is legible too, albeit more subtly, in the richly
tactile woodgrain of the floor paintings. While the descriptive function of paint operates
unmistakably in both Floor I and The Maple Tree (Summer), the larger dynamic of all
Plimack Mangold’s work lies in the different levels of reality by and of paint, and in the
choices the artist makes.
Untitled Hallway (1967–68, fig. 2) is a tilted field of woodgrain floorboards, save
for a tiny triangle of blank wall at each of the upper corners of the canvas—the whole
contributing to the illusion of a long, receding hallway. The push-pull between real and
illusory space is accompanied by a play between the carefully calculated and precisely

drawn geometry of floorboards, and the eloquent, if restrained, vocabulary of spontaneous
and organic marks that represent the wood’s grain. The latter was total pleasure; the former was for the artist a necessity. Constructing convincing, comprehensible spaces was a
struggle for Plimack Mangold due to an astigmatism, so she devised a floor-grid system as
a visual and intellectual construct to help locate things in three-dimensional space.
In striking contrast to a gridded floor pattern drawn in linear perspective,
Plimack Mangold juxtaposed three amorphous shapes of randomly dropped laundry in
Floor with Laundry No. 3 (1971, fig. 3), which bring visual stasis and spatial logic to the
composition. The sumptuously twisting and overlapping folds and shadows of the laundry
evoke baroque drapery as they effectively establish a credible foreground, middle ground,
and background. The introduction of color, meanwhile, which expanded the artist’s
heretofore monochromatic palette, and an intensified expressiveness of the marks describing the floor reveal a new kind of engagement with the challenges of painting.
Opposition and contradiction began to insinuate themselves in the work by the
early 1970s. Dichotomies between geometry and randomness, calculation and spontaneity, abstraction and representation, drawn and painted, reality and illusion soon prevailed
as signature characteristics of her work. By 1973, Plimack Mangold’s introduction of
mirrors into compositions expanded the illusion of space, raising questions about perception, perspective, and artifice in the enterprise of art-making. “My work is not about
fooling the eye, but about questioning the nature of painting and thereby the nature of
levels of reality.”1 Sitting on the floor and leaning against the wall, the mirror in Study for
“Floor, Floor, Mirror, Wall” (1973, fig. 5) captures an image of the space that is ostensibly
behind the artist. The painting’s image, meanwhile, comprises the floor, wall, and mirror
of the space in front of the artist. The mirror reflects the depicted illusion of the space
where the artist would have been standing as she painted, except that she has left herself
out—thus disrupting conventional pictorial logic in the service of creating a painted
illusion of space alone.
Floor at Noon (1972, fig. 4), painted a year after Floor with Laundry No. 3, indicated
another departure by bringing the outside world inside. Four crisply delineated parallelograms of light are cast onto the floor from a blurred, luminous sliver of window at the top

right corner of the canvas. The sunlight’s fixed materialization on floorboards that are, in
turn, articulated with wavering, sinuous lines belies the intrinsic immateriality of light and
the inherent solidity of floors—bringing to mind Van Gogh’s vibrant interiors animated
by light, line, and brushstroke.
The titles Floor at Noon and 4:30 P.M. Light on Studio Wall (1974, fig. 6) link light
to a specific moment and place, even as the luminous forms of light in the latter work
evoke an almost mystical fusion of interior and exterior. The elegiac softness with which
Plimack Mangold renders the floating shapes of light against a wall transmits a poetry,
even a spirituality, of the captured moment—qualities that, although unheralded, are
undercurrents throughout Plimack Mangold’s oeuvre. Additionally, she plays with the
ethereally painted wall as a real and depicted ground for the concrete presence of a
painted illusion of a ruler—one of Plimack Mangold’s first. Convincingly painted as a
still-life object complete with measurement marks, trompe l’oeil nail, and cast shadows,
the ruler marks the artist’s interest in the tools of her trade as subject matter in her continuing exploration of the relationship between reality and its realization in paint.
The ruler evolves in Plimack Mangold’s work from a painted object invoking
issues of representation and illusion to a metaphor for the nature of perception in relation
to the process of painting. In Exact Ruler II (1974, fig. 7), the ruler sits on a tilted plane of
floorboards, as if to keep them from sliding down the canvas. Spanning the full length of
the painting in Golden Rule on Light Floor (1975, fig. 9), the ruler assumes its function as a
tool of measurement. In this and Two Exact Rules on a Dark and Light Floor (1975, fig. 10),
a ruler’s edge is placed along the bottom edge of the canvas, which is also the bottom
edge of the receding plane of the linoleum-tile floor, asserting both the space of the
painted illusion and the physicality of the canvas. Meanwhile, beautiful passages of gestural
painting deployed in the rendering of the linoleum signal a new level of interest in
painterliness, invention, and spatial illusion. “The works of this period were like catalogues
of these different realities in painting. I used the objects to perform as they did in life.
A painted ruler would measure things, the painted tiles would measure space, and the
painted tape was the remnant of what I required to make a straight edge…. This was
diagramming how one’s perspective determines perception.”2

January 1977, 1977. Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 72 inches

Trompe l’oeil painted rulers and tape frame the atmospheric cream-colored
field of Four Coats (1976, fig. 16). Two dark, thirty-six-inch steel Lufkin rulers run down
the left and right sides of the thirty-inch-high canvas. Plimack Mangold was challenged
by the transparent quality of tape laid over a barely visible third ruler that runs along the
bottom, thirty-six-inch-long edge of the canvas, and she extends the atmospheric field
with passages of loose brushwork that intermittently conceal and reveal the tape.
All references to floors gone, the dominant subject is now the process of building a
surface with submerged layers of green and cream paint to arrive at sensuously painted
strata of spatial indeterminacy. Like the surface in 4:30 P.M. Light on Studio Wall, the
unspecified yet palpably painted field of color and gesture seems to document a feeling
or some intangible, affective state. It is suggestive, too, of landscape, which was the next
step Plimack Mangold took in her work, in an effort to free herself from the house, the
studio, and herself. In paintings such as January 1977 (1977), she introduced painted landscapes on painted paper fastened with painted tape in the middle of a vast expanse of
painted canvas framed with painted rulers and tapes, and provoked a chain of questions
around reality, framing, and perception.
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The Locust Trees, 1987–88. Oil on canvas, 28 ⁄2 x 36 ⁄ inches

In the end, rulers, tapes, floorboards, and branches alike function as structural ballast for Plimack Mangold’s paintings. The later tree paintings return to concerns of works
from the early seventies in their investigations of structure, in their private and repetitive
focus on a single subject, in how one enters into the space of a painting and is returned
back to its surface, and in the masterful treatment of light. The recession of floorboards
colliding against the flatness of the surface of the canvas corresponds to the movement of
tree branches into the space of the sky borne and then halted by the tactile, adjacent,
coplanar strokes of paint that describe both branches and air, as in The Locust Trees (1987–
88). The sunlight from both windows and mirrors in the interior paintings and from skies
and in-between spaces in the tree paintings transmit, simultaneously, an uncanny sense of
specificity and a Zen-like breadth. In the end, it matters little whether Plimack Mangold
is looking at a ruler or a tree. What matters is that the paint, itself, is as convincing as the
image that she is making. The name Sylvia has its roots in the word sylvan, which means
“of the woods.” It is not a coincidence that Plimack Mangold’s love of painting and her
love of nature have, together, defined her deliberate and thoughtful journey as a painter.
Susan Harris is a curator and writer of contemporary art based in New York City.
1. Sylvia Plimack Mangold, Notes for Wesleyan University Lecture, handwritten manuscript, c. 1978, p. 6. 2. Ibid., p. 7.
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